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Secure data transmission  

All information transmitted through the portal is encrypted, 
protecting credentials and data in transit. Secure HTTP 
(HTTPS) transport using TLS ensures point to point security, 
strong authentication, message privacy and integrity, to 
reduce the risk of eavesdropping and tampering.  

Session management  

Security tokens are generated for each authenticated user 
session, and every request for data is validated using these 
tokens. This adds an additional layer of security, restricting 
access to data from unauthenticated sources.  

Secure application  

The layered architecture of our portal solution provides a 
greater level of security, and the coding standards ensure 
adequate protection from SQL Injection, Cross Site 
Scripting and Buffer Overflow attacks. Data inputs are 
sanitized using parameterized stored procedures to help 
protect from such attacks.  

Secured web services  

Our web services are highly secure and built using 
Microsoft’s latest technology web API. End-to-end security 
has been achieved in the platform, in which no 
intermediate can see the actual data. All the sensitive 
information is in encrypted mode before it reaches the 
ultimate receiver.  

Password security  

Passwords are encrypted using Salted Hash. This method 
makes sure that even identical passwords will have 
different encrypted/decrypted values, thereby minimizing 
the risk of the password being cracked. Passwords are one 
way hashed, which means that it can never be decrypted 
back to the original text  

The portal’s account lock-out policy helps protect against 
unauthorized access to accounts.  

Multi-factor authentication  

The portal supports multi-factor authentication, through 
RSA tokens like OTP (One Time Pin). Steps as follows:  

1. Username and password is entered and accepted.  
2. The portal authenticates the user and sends a text 

message or email to the user upon authentication 
3. The portal prompts the user to enter the one time. 

PIN, and upon match, access is granted. The 
generated PIN is only valid only for a single session. 

Single sign-on  

The portal supports single sign-on, and can thereby use a 
centralized authentication system to authenticate users.  

Password policies  

The portal supports parameters for account lock-out, 
password strength, password expiry etc.  

Windows authentication  

For internal users, the portal supports Windows 
authentication. In this case, users enter their normal user 
name and password to log in. Using a secured 
communication channel, user credentials are passed over 
to the Active Directory server where we use Microsoft’s 
suggested methodology to authenticate users. The portal 
also supports Windows authentication along with multi-
factor authentication. This means that even after Windows 
credentials are authenticated by the Active Directory 
server, one more layer of security can be implemented 
using OTP or RSA Tokens. In case Windows authentication 
is used, the portal follows the password policy set at 
Windows Server level.  

Audit trails  

The portal maintains audit trails of all key events. These logs 
can be used to help track the history of changes made in 
the system. Periodic audit of these logs can also help 
detect suspicious-looking activities.

 

Client portal 

Portal application level security 
In addition to IIS and Firewall level security, our portal solution has various controls in 
place to ensure security of your data. It accesses data using highly secure web services, 
built on Microsoft Web API technology. 


